D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, SECTOR 14, GURUGRAM

The IRC League, organized by Avishkaar box, is South Asia’s Biggest Robotics Competition that aims to celebrate Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and make innovation an area of passion for the young minds of the developing world.

The first phase of the IRC School League is the IRC Qualifiers. The top three teams from each IRC Qualifier get an opportunity to participate in the IRC Nationals in New Delhi.

Middle level team “Robo Squads” of our school qualified for nationals of IRC School League 9. IRC Nationals will be held on 16 December 2018 at Thyagraj Stadium, New Delhi.

Students are:

Eshitva Goyal         IX F
Manthan Shah         IX F
Gunjan Aggarwal      IX F
Bhumik Yadav         VIII C